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Intel Corporation disclaims all warranties and liabilities for the use of this document and the information contained herein, and
assumes no responsibility for any errors that may appear in this document.  Intel makes no commitment to update the
information contained here, and may make changes at any time without notice.  There are no express or implied licenses
granted hereunder to any intellectual property rights of Intel Corporation or others to design or fabricate Intel integrated circuits
or integrated circuits based on the information in this document.

Information in this document is provided in connection with Intel products. Intel assumes no liability whatsoever, including
infringement of any patent or copyright, for sale and use of Intel products except as provided in Intel’s Terms and Conditions of
Sale for such products.

Intel retains the right to make changes to these specifications at any time, without notice.

Contact your local Intel sales office or your distributor to obtain the latest specifications before placing your product order.

*Other brands and names are the property of their respective owners.

Copies of documents which have an ordering number and are referenced in this document, or other Intel literature, may be
obtained from:

Intel Corporation
P.O. Box 7641
Mt. Prospect, IL  60056-7641

or call 1-800-879-4683

COPYRIGHT © INTEL CORPORATION 1996
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PREFACE
This document is an update to the specifications contained in the following documents:

82430FX PCIset Cache/Memory Subsystem Databook (Order Number 290518), June 1995.

82371FB (PIIX) and 82371SB (PIIX3) PCI ISA IDE Xcelerator (Order Number 290550), May 1996.

Addendum Information for 82430FX PCIset Cache/Memory Subsystem and 82430FX PCIset ISA Bridge (Order
Number 297466), February 1996.

This document is intended for hardware system manufactures and software developers of applications,
operating systems or tools.  It contains Specification Changes, Errata, Specification Clarifications, and
Documentation Changes.

Nomenclature

Specification Changes are modifications to the current published specifications. These modifications will be
reflected in the future releases of the affected specification.

Errata are design defects or errors. Characterized errata may cause the Intel 430FX PCIset’s behavior to
deviate from published specifications. Hardware and software designed to be used with any given stepping must
assume that all errata documented for that stepping are present on all devices.

Specification Clarifications describes a specification in greater detail or highlights complex design situations
that may require implementation changes.

Documentation Changes include typos, errors, or omissions from the current published specification. The
changes will be incorporated in the next revision of the documents.

S-Specs are temporary exceptions to the published standard specifications.

Component Marking Information

82437FX TSC
Stepping S-Spec Top Marking Freq. Notes

A-1 SZ966 SB82437FX-66, SZ966 66 MHz Production

A-1 SZ973 SB82437FX-60, SZ973 60 MHz Production

A-1 SZ968 SB82437FX-66, SZ968 66 MHz Production

A-1 SZ975 SB82437FX-60, SZ975 60 MHz Production

A-2 SZ999 SB82437FX-66, SZ999 66 MHz Production

A-2 SZ998 SB82437FX-60, SZ998 60 MHz Production

82438FX TDP
Stepping S-Spec Top Marking Freq. Notes

A-1 SZ965 SB82438FX, SZ965 66 MHz Production

A-1 SZ969 SB82438FX, SZ969 66 MHz Production
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82371FB PIIX
Stepping S-Spec Top Marking Freq. Notes

A-1 SZ964 SB82371SB, SZ964 33 MHz Production

A-1 SZ997 SB82371SB, SZ997 33 MHz Production

A-1p SZ967 SB82371SB, SZ967 33 MHz Limited Production

Component Identification via Programming Interface (TSC)
PCI Register PCI Offset Value

Vendor ID 00-01h 8086h

Device ID 02-03h 122h

Revision Number 08h 01h   (A-1 steppings)
02h   (A-2 steppings)

Component Identification via Programming Interface (PIIX)
PCI Register PCI Offset Value

Vendor ID 00-01h 8086h

Device ID 02-03h 122Eh

Revision Number 08h 02h   (A-1 steppings)
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SUMMARY TABLE OF CHANGES
The following table indicates the Specification Changes, Errata, Specification Clarifications, or Documentation
Changes which apply to all currently available steppings and planned steppings.  Intel intends to account for the
outstanding issues through documentation or specification changes as noted. This table uses the following
notations:

CODES USED IN SUMMARY TABLE

X: Specification Change or Clarification that applies to this stepping or to this product
line.

Doc: Document change or update that will be imp lemented.

Fix: This erratum is intended to be fixed in a future step of the component.

Fixed: This erratum has been previously fixed.

NoFix There are no plans to fix this erratum.

(No mark) or (Blank Box): This erratum is fixed in listed stepping or specification change does not apply to
listed stepping.

Shaded: This erratum is either new or modified from the previous version of this document.

82437FX TSC
NO. A1 A2 Plans ERRATA

1 X Fixed Locked PCI cycles By TSC to retrying PCI target do not
function properly.

2 X X Doc SMRAM space not properly decoded by TSC when 512K−
640K memory is enabled.

3 X X Doc TSC does not insert a turnaround cycle under specific
system scenarios.

NO. A1 A2 Plans SPECIFICATION CLARIFICATIONS

1 X X Doc Clarification on how to flush the L2 Cache.

2 X X Doc NA# connection and NA# enable bit.

3 X X Doc BIOS configuration of DRAM when using EDO DRAMs.

4 X X Doc Arbitration signaling protocol: REQ# functionality.

5 X X Doc Read-modify-write cycles to write protected memory not
supported.
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82371FB PIIX
NO. A1 A1p Plans ERRATA

1 X X Doc Type FDMA writes to main memory do not work.

2 X Doc Missing pullup resistors on PIIX A-1p results in floating pins.

NO. A1 A1p Plans SPECIFICATION CLARIFICATIONS

1 X X Doc Reset Control Register (CF9h) Bit 2 operation on resets.

2 X X Doc PIIX signal states during reset.

3 X X Doc Bus Master IDE status register bit descriptions

4 X X Doc Considerations for ISA SYSCLK interface @ reset
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82437FX (TSC) SPECIFICATION CHANGES
There are no TSC Specification Changes to include in this revision.

82437FX (TSC) ERRATA

1. Locked PCI Cycles By TSC to Retrying PCI Target Do Not Function
Properly

PROBLEM:  During 82430FX PCIset compatibility validation it was found that the TSC does not properly
terminate LOCKed PCI cycles that are retried by a target PCI device. The failing system was configured with a
certain PCI graphics card, an audio card, and standard Microsoft Windows* VGA driver. In this configuration a
system lock-up occured. The failing scenario was  1) the TSC is retried on a locked access to this PCI graphics
card, which was immediately followed by  2) an audio card DMA to main memory. The lock-up condition initiated
when the TSC did not properly terminate the Locked PCI cycle which was retried by this PCI graphics card.
Since the Locked cycle access was not properly terminated, the audio card DMA did not complete and thus the
system lock-up occured. System lock-up did not occur once the drivers supplied by the PCI graphics card
vendor were installed since the vendor’s VGA drivers do not cause the CPU to perform Locked cycles to PCI.

IMPLICATION:  A specific card that  1) incorporates the PCI Retry mechanism and  2) that is memory mapped
on the PCI bus and  3) has drivers or applications that create LOCKed accesses to this card can be susceptible
to this erratum. An example of this type of card could be a PCI graphics card. Typically cards that are not in this
category are SCSI and LAN cards (which I/O map and therefore are not susceptible to this erratum) and other
PCI graphics cards which do not perform the retry function.

WORKAROUND OPTIONS:

Workaround #1:  This is a software solution for a card that incorporates the Retry mechanism and is memory
mapped on the PCI bus. When using a PCI Card which incorporates the Retry function, applications and/or
drivers for this card must not create LOCKed accesses to this card. An example of this workaround would be to
replace the Windows 3.1 standard VGA driver or the standard IBM OS/2* driver which use the “XCHG”
instruction. Typically drivers supplied by the card vendor do not create LOCKed cycles on PCI and therefore are
not susceptible to this TSC erratum from the driver.

Workaround #2:  This is a hardware solution which incorporates a 24 Pin PLD, type 22V10-7 (7.5 ns
combinatorial throughput), onto the motherboard. The PLD implements a blocking mechanism which allows the
TSC to successfully complete the LOCKed PCI transaction cycle to the retrying PCI target. Complete soft copy
documentation is available from your Intel Field Sales office. The documentation file is called “TRI_PLD1.EXE”,
a self extracting file that contains a state diagram and a separate .ABL file. The .ABL file includes the PLD
equations. Implementing this workaround will ensure that the locked retry function in the PCI specification can
be performed.

STATUS:  This erratum was fixed in the A-2 stepping of the TSC.

2. SMRAM Space Not Properly Decoded By TSC When 512K−640K
Memory Hole is Enabled

PROBLEM:  During 82430FX compatibility validation it was found that the TSC does not properly decode SMM
DRAM Space when the TSC 512K−640K Memory Hole is enabled. If the 512K−640K Memory Hole is enabled,
the TSC incorrectly extends the hole into the SMRAM space. Cards requiring the use of  the 512K−640K
memory hole are very limited. The TSC will properly decode memory space in any other circumstance.
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IMPLICATIONS:  A system using system management mode interrupts with addresses directed to SMM memory
space in segments A0000h and B0000h will not function properly if the 512K−640K memory hole is enabled.
Systems in this configuration will have the TSC SMRAM register at 72h configured and will have the TSC
DRAMC register 57h bits [7:6] set to 01b.

WORKAROUND:  Cards requiring the use of  the 512K−640K memory hole are very limited. For those cards
using the 512K−640K memory hole and SMM as described above, the optional 15M−16M memory hole is
available. The TSC 15M−16M memory hole is enabled at TSC DRAMC register 57h bits [7:6] set to 10b.

STATUS:  This erratum will not be fixed in the next stepping of the TSC.

3. TSC Does Not Insert a Turnaround Cycle Under Specific System
Scenarios

PROBLEM:  During post-silicon system level simulation a specific system scenario was found that involves a
TSC turnaround cycle. The simulation revealed that if a PCI master had been requesting the PCI bus for some
time and the TSC has just flushed its CPU-to-PCI write posting buffers, the TSC could grant to a master the bus
one clock early. Under any other circumstance the TSC grants the bus to the requesting master such that the
TSC floats the bus one clock before a master can start driving the bus. No system failures or effects have been
reported as a result of this issue.

IMPLICATION:  For the scenario described above, the TSC can be in the process of floating it’s output buffers
while a newly granted PCI master is starting to drive the bus. Therefore, some contention may be possible on
the AD[31:0], C/BE[3:0]# and PAR lines. Any possible contention, however, is very limited due to the TSC’s max
float delay timing of 8.5 ns.

WORKAROUND :  A workaround is not recommended.

STATUS:  No fix is planned for this erratum.

82437FX (TSC) SPECIFICATION CLARIFICATIONS

1. Clarification On How to Flush the L2 Cache

The SCFMI (Force Miss/Invalidate) mode is intended to allow flushing of dirty L2 lines back to memory. The
mode works as defined. Since the flushed dirty line is posted to the DRAM write buffer in parallel with the linefill,
the new line (which is filled to both L1 and L2) is guaranteed to be stale data.

The implication of the actual operation is that any program that is attempting to flush the L2 must not be run from
the L2 itself, unless the L2 code image is coherent with DRAM. For example, if a DOS program to flush the L2 is
loaded, it is loaded from disk using a string move.  The MOVS may result in loading the program partially into
L2, since the memory writes will (likely) hit previously valid lines in the L2. When the flush program sets the
SCFMI bit to force misses, subsequent code fetches may be serviced from L2 which contain the stale code
image.

An important aspect to consider when flushing L2 is to ensure that the code being used to flush the cache is not
in the current 256K page (256K L2 being used here) residing in L2. The BIOS algorithm will also work if it is
executed from non-cacheable or write-protected DRAM space (e.g., BIOS region). If this can't be guaranteed,
then an alternate software flush algorithm is to read 2X the size of the L2.  Note that this implies a protected-
mode code for the 512K L2 case.
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2. Pipelining: NA# Connection and NA# Enable Bit in TSC

The NA# signal can be connected or disconnected from the processor as long as the “NA Disable” bit is set to a
1 if the NA# signal is disconnected from the processor. The NA Disable bit is located in the TSC Cache Control
Register, address offset 052h, bit 3. When bit 3 is 1 the TSCs NA# signal is never asserted. When bit 3 is 0,
NA# will be asserted as appropriate by the TSC. The NA# disable bit defaults to where the TSC can assert NA#,
i.e., reset to 0. The NA# disable bit should be set appropriately before either L1 or L2 is enabled.

3. BIOS Configuration of DRAM Array When Using EDO DRAMs

The following algorithm should be followed in order to dynamically detect if EDO DRAMs are installed in the
system.  When this algorithm has completed, the DRAM type installed in each row is programmed into the
DRAM Row Type register (TSC PCI Config. Offset 68h):

1. Initialize all of the DRAM Row Type values to ‘EDO’ in the DRT register (TSC PCI Config. Offset 68h.)
Since there are five rows, the DRT register value becomes ‘1Fh’.

2. For each bank row (Row1, Row2, Row3, Row4, Row5)

• Write all 1’s to a QWORD address within the row.

• Enable EDO detection mode by setting the EDO Detect Mode Enable bit in the DRAMC register (TSC
PCI Config. Offset 57h) to 1.

• Immediately read back the value of the QWORD address.

• If the value is not all 1’s, then standard page mode DRAMs are installed in that row. Otherwise the
EDO mode DRAMs are installed in that row.

• Disable EDO detection mode by clearing the EDO Detect Mode Enable bit in the DRAMC register.

3. Depending on the findings of Step #2, program the DRAM row type into the corresponding bit in the DRT
register (TSC PCI Config. Offset 68h): set for EDO type (1) or reset for standard page mode (0).  Do not
program this register until all of the bank rows have been tested.

Once all DRAM row banks have been tested for EDO, the EDME bit should be cleared in DRAMC (TSC PCI
Config. Offset 57h, bit 2 is 0).  It is very important that the EDME bit be cleared afterwards or performance will
be seriously impacted.

4. Arbitration Signaling Protocol: REQ# Functionality

PCI Masters should follow the intent of the PCI Specification as quoted from the PCI Specification below:

1. “Agents must only use REQ# to signal a true need to use the bus.”

2. “An Agent must never use REQ# to “park” itself on the bus.”

A “well behaved” card should use REQ# when the bus is really needed. Typically REQ# should be removed,
once the PCI master has been granted the bus, after FRAME# is asserted. Currently, PCI Cards tested in Intel’s
compatibility labs appear to have the proper REQ# functionality.

REQ# line behavior, of future PCI Cards, that may not operate as required could include:

1. Glitching REQ# lines for one or more clocks without any apparent reason.

2. Glitching REQ# lines and then not waiting for GNT# assertion.

3. Continually asserting REQ# lines in an attempt to park itself on the PCI bus.

4. Failing to assert FRAME# within several clocks of GNT# assertion when bus is idle.
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PCI Cards that do not operate properly may not function properly with the TSC.

5. Read-Modify-Write Cycles to Write Protected Memory Not Supported

The 82430FX PCIset does not support read-modify-write cycles to memory space defined by the Programmable
Attribute Map registers as write protected.  System software should not perform read-modify-write cycles to
areas that it has previously write protected.

82437FX (TSC) DOCUMENTATION CHANGES
There are no Documentation Changes to include in this revision.

82378FX (TDP) SPECIFICATION CHANGES
There are no TDP Specification Changes to include in this revision.

82378FX (TDP) ERRATA
There are no TDP Errata to include in this revision.

82378FX (TDP) SPECIFICATION CLARIFICATIONS
There are no TDP Specification Clarifications to include in this revision.

82378FX (TDP) DOCUMENTATION CHANGES
There are no TDP Documentation Changes to include in this revision.

82371FB (PIIX) SPECIFICATION CHANGES
There are no PIIX Specification Changes to include in this revision.

82371FB (PIIX) ERRATA

1. Type FDMA Writes to Main Memory Do Not Function Properly

PROBLEM:  During 82430FX compatibility validation it was found that, under certain scenarios, the PIIX does not
function properly when Type FDMA write cycles are enabled. When Type FDMA write cycles are enabled, the
PIIX can incorrectly attempt to own the PCI bus on behalf of an ISA Master or DMA function. The PIIX functions
properly on compatible mode DMA write cycles. Type FDMA read timings on DMA channels function properly
as well.

IMPLICATION:  A system using Type FDMA on write cycles to main memory can lock-up the system under
certain scenarios.
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WORKAROUND:  Do not program Type FDMA write timings on DMA channels, use AT compatible mode
timings. Type FDMA read timings on DMA channels can be used.

STATUS:  This erratum will not be fixed. There are no future steppings of PIIX planned.

2. Missing Pullup Resistors on PIIX A-1p Results in Floating Pins

PROBLEM:  The PIIX A-1p is missing internal pullup resistors on five pins. FERR#, TESTIN#, EXTSMI#, TC and
DDAK0#. As a result these signals may be floating at reset time. The critical signals for a 430FX design will be
the TC and DDAK0# signals. At the rising edge of POWEROK the TC and DDAK0# signals are sampled by the
PIIX. These signals must be pulled high and sampled by the PIIX as a logic 1 for normal system operation.

IMPLICATION: Of the 5 signals listed above the TC and DDAK0# signals are typically the pins that must be
pulled up. Failure to do so may result in PIIX DMA being disabled and Bus Master IDE functions being disabled.
See the table below for possible issues on all five signals.

Signal Normal Function Issue Board Status

FERR# Floating point error
signal from processor.

PIIX defaults to disabling this
as an input. At reset, should
not generate IRQ13 to CPU.

Direct connect from CPU to
PIIX. Most designs should
have this connected.

TESTIN# Test Mode Low probability of issue here.
See board status.

Designs should have this
connected to VCC.

EXTSMI# Input to PIIX, if used,
hooks to external green
button.

PIIX defaults to disabling this
as an input. At reset, should
not send SMI# to CPU.

Designs should have this
connected to VCC if not used.
If  green button exists a pullup
resistor should be used.

TC Terminal count on
DMA cycles. Bidirec -
tional pin.

Pullup required here. A floating
input can cause disabling of
DMA.

Most designs will have this
input floating.

DDAK0# IDE Disk DMA
Acknowledge.

Pullup required here. A floating
input can cause disabling of
BM IDE.

Most designs will have this
input floating. Some drives
may pullup this signal.

WORKAROUND:  The workaround suggestions listed below are designed to allow operation with any PIIX
silicon, without any additional changes on the motherboard except for those listed below.

For signals TC and DDAK0# add an external 20K ohm resistor to each of these lines. Typically in close
proximity to the PIIX. For non A-1p silicon, the nominal internal pullup value on the PIIX TC pin is 20K ohms. The
other four signals have a 50K ohm pullup.

STATUS:  This erratum was fixed in other A-1 steppings of the PIIX.

82371FB (PIIX) SPECIFICATION CLARIFICATIONS

1. Reset Control Register (CF9h) Bit 2 Operation on Resets

In order to perform a proper reset, e.g., soft reset after a soft reset, bit 2 should be cleared when writing the type
of reset (bit 1 in this register) to be performed and then set again to  initiate a transition from 0 to 1 on bit 2.
Example: Initiate a soft reset via the CF9h Reset Control Register (write 00h then 04h). Then read the CF9h
register. In order to perform another reset clear bit 2 and set it again.
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2. PIIX Signal States During Reset

The 82430FX PCIset ISA Bridge datasheet incorrectly states in Table 1 (column 1) that when RST# is asserted
the AD[31:0] and C/BE[3:0]# lines are “tri-state.” The correct statement is “low.”

Also in Table 1 (column 3), the signals BIOSCS#, KBCS#, and RTCCS# are incorrectly stated as “high.” The
correct state for these signals is “Undefined.”

3. Bus Master IDE St atus Register Bit Descriptions

The 82430FX PCIset ISA Bridge datasheet bit description in section 2.7.2 that describes bit 2 and bit 0 of the
Bus Master IDE Status register is incorrect. Second sentence for bit 2 should state: When bit 2=1 and bit 1=0
and bit 0=0, i.e., 100b, all read data from the IDE device has been transferred to main memory and all write data
has been transferred to the IDE device.

Third sentence for bit 0 should state:  The PIIX also sets this bit to 0 when bit 0 of the BMICOM Register is set to
0 or when bit 1 of this register is set to 1 .

4. Considerations for ISA SYSCLK Interface @ Reset

Some 82430FX Systems have a 10K ohm resistor on SYSCLK, jumperable as pulldown or pullup. This resistor
sets a logic 1 or logic 0 level at the PIIX SYSCLK pin for configuring the divide-by-3 or divide-by-4 logic at reset
to produce the correct SYSCLK frequency. The OEM should verify that this circuit is working properly by
measuring the SYSCLK frequency. Alternate solutions for this configuration circuit can use an open-drain buffer
enabled only during reset to drive the appropriate logic level on SYSCLK. Another option is to use a smaller
resistor such as 680 ohms.

82371FB (PIIX) DOCUMENTATION CHANGES
There are no PIIX Documentation Changes to include in this revision.
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